
ANYTHING
BUT

ROUTINE
IDEAS FOR BATH TIME

INSPIRING CREATIVITY,  CONNECTION & JOY!



Bath time should be fun time…but as we parents know, when the Littles get a bit older, sometimes bath time can 

become…well, Struggle Time. We created Dabble & Dollop to help solve these Bathtime Blues. Our products use texture 

and scent to help inspire creativity and help kids create custom bathtime experiences that are actually fun! 

Sometimes, products alone are not enough, and even kids need extra inspiration. So, we’ve created this book to help 

provide some ideas and strategies to transform bath time from a personal care routine into moments of relaxation, 

imagination, connection, and creativity.

In this book, you’ll find 30 themed baths that engage all the senses - sight, hearing, smell, imagination, and touch.  Grab 

your phone, or even better, a (waterproof?) Bluetooth speaker. You’ll see that we suggest playing sounds, songs, or even 

that perfect playlist.  We’ll also suggest themed lighting to help set the mood.  

Each themed bath involves different toys, textures, and ideas to make bath time fun time. And, with 30 themed baths, there 

are enough ideas to make bath time special each day of the month. So we can all get Creatively Clean.

TIPS FOR THE BEST BATH TIME EXPERIENCE:

Gather the supplies in advance.  You'll need the bath toys that complement each bath heme, washcloths or sponges, 

bubble bath or child-safe soap, and a cup or pitcher for rinsing. Be sure to have a warm, fluffy towel ready for after bath. 

Prepare the bath: Fill the tub with warm water and add a generous amount of soothing bubble bath or soap. Make sure 

the water temperature is comfortable for your child.

Set the atmosphere: It's easy to get creative with lighting and sound.  Mix up bath time by rotating soft, ambient lighting 

or battery-operated candles.  Consider playing soft background music or nature sounds to enhance the experience.  This 

helps make the bath a full sensory experience. 

Incorporate cleaning: As you start a themed bath, remind your child to take breaks to wash themselves with a washcloth 

or sponge. Use the opportunity to teach them proper hygiene habits, such as washing their hair and scrubbing their body.

Encourage exploration: Challenge your child to think about the themes, characters, and settings, and to share their 

thoughts and opinions. This helps to develop their critical thinking and communication skills.

End with a reward:  Reward your child with a small treat or a book-themed bedtime story to celebrate their bath time 

accomplishments.

LET’S DIVE IN!



Transform the bathroom into a bustling car wash station, where your child's toy cars line up for a thorough scrubbing. The sound of water 

gushing and the smell of bubbly soap fills the air, creating an exciting and immersive atmosphere. Soft, colorful lights mimic the glow of 

a car wash, while upbeat tunes set the perfect background for a joyful experience. Have your child dip each toy car into the soapy 

water and put them on an imaginary “conveyor belt.”.   Your child's laughter echoes as they move their toy cars through the Splish 

Splash Car Wash, getting them clean and shiny, just like the real thing!

Note: make sure you get those cars really dry! Leave them outside for a day or put them someplace warm and dry. Don’t want any 

mold growing in those wheel wells!

1
SPLISH SPLASH CAR WASH

Vroom Vroom Clean

A bubble heist in the bathtub! Picture the bathroom turning into a mysterious crime scene, where your child's bath toys become the key 

suspects in an intriguing case. The dim lighting and the scent of lavender soap set the stage for an atmospheric adventure. As the water 

gushes into the tub, it creates a veil of fog, intensifying the enigma. Soft, suspenseful tunes play in the background, stimulating your 

child's curiosity and imagination.  As they scrub and wash each toy, looking for the one marked with the “X”, they can pretend to 

interrogate the soapy suspects. 

2
THE BUBBLE BATH MYSTERY: A DETECTIVETHEMED ADVENTURE FOR KIDS

Clues are Bubbling Up Everywhere!

Transform bath time into a delightful bubble extravaganza for kids! Begin by filling the tub with warm water, ensuring it's at a 

comfortable level. Add a hypoallergenic and tear-free bubble bath, such as the Dabble & Dollop bubble baths, stirring gently to create 

a frothy mixture. Now, gather an array of captivating bubble wands: big, small, star-shaped, and heart-shaped. Dip each wand into 

the bubble bath and with a gentle breath, have your child blow magical bubbles that dance and float, filling the air with laughter and 

wonder. Watch as your little ones' faces light up with joy, enjoying a bubbly adventure in the tub.

3
BUBBLE BLOWING BLISS



Introducing Splish Splash Simon Says, a playful and interactive way to make bath time an enjoyable and educational experience for 

your little ones. This "Simon Says" themed bath encourages children to follow instructions, learn proper hygiene, and have fun while 

getting clean. Envision the bathroom transforming into a lively game show stage, where your child eagerly anticipates the next 

command from "Simon." The sound of splashing water and the scent of fruity bubble bath or Tropical Bath Bombs set an upbeat 

atmosphere. Colorful bath toys and accessories surround the tub, adding to the excitement. Cheerful tunes play in the background, 

making it impossible for your child not to smile and join in on the fun. Your little one can't wait to jump into the tub and follow the whims 

of Sudsy Simon Says.

4
SUDSY SIMON SAYS: AN INTERACTIVE BATH TIME GAME FOR KIDS

Simon Says…Get Creatively Clean!

Elevate bath time excitement for kids with a creative twist! First, create an ice cube tray of colorful ice cubes by mixing food coloring 

with water and freezing them. Also, drop in a few of their favorite mini toys in the colored ice cubes for a thrilling surprise. As the bath 

fills, drop the colorful ice cubes and toy-filled ice cubes into the water, creating a captivating sensory experience. Watch as the vibrant 

colors swirl and the toys are revealed, making bath time an adventure filled with chilly thrills and delightful discoveries.  Bonus:  With 

your help, kids can learn all about how water changes form when it is heated or cooled and how substances can dissolve in it.

5
ICE CUBE CRAZE

Scent is the most closely tied sense to memory. So why not create some indelible memories with your child while teaching them the 

importance of getting clean? The "Guess the Scent" themed bath encourages children to explore their sense of smell while enjoying a 

relaxing time in the tub. One by one, introduce each scented bath product, allowing them to smell the product without seeing the label.  

Encourage them to guess which scent they smelled and encourage sensory exploration - between each scent, ask your child to describe 

the fragrance and how it makes them feel.  This helps them develop their descriptive language skills and connect their sense of smell to 

emotions and experiences 

Check out Rainbow of Bubbles for the best Guess the Scent olfactory adventure.

6
GUESS THE SCENT: AN OLFACTORY ADVENTURE FOR KIDS

Who “nose” how much fun this could be?



Imagine the bathroom transforming into a movie set, where your child's bath toys become the cast of characters in a spectacular 

production. The sound of running water and the scent of bubbly bath soap set the stage for a cinematic experience. Film-inspired bath 

toys and accessories surround the tub, ready to be included in the scenes your little one creates. The soundtrack of a favorite movie 

plays in the background, immersing your child in their very own film adaptation. Your little star can't wait to jump into the tub and dive 

into the world of Tubflix.

7
TUBFLIX: A STAR IS BORN

Lights, Camera, Bubbles!

Sing & Soak is a melodious and engaging way to make bath time a fun and interactive experience for your little ones.  The bath is an 

acoustic wonder. We’ve all been guilty of shower karaoke…so imagine the bathroom transforming into a cozy concert hall, where your 

child's voice fills the air as they sing along to their favorite tunes. The sound of splashing water and the scent of bubbly bath soap set the 

stage for a musical experience. Colorful bath toys and accessories float around the tub, ready to join in on the sing-along fun. A playlist 

of your child's favorite songs plays in the background on a bluetooth speaker, inviting them to belt out the lyrics and showcase their 

vocal talents. Your little one can't wait to jump into the tub and immerse themselves in the world of Sing & Soak.

8
SING & SOAK: A SINGALONG BATH TIME EXPERIENCE FOR KIDS

The tub is alive…with the sound of music!

Imagine the bathroom transforming into a pirate's cove, where your child's bath toys become the crew on a thrilling treasure hunt. The 

sound of splashing water and the scent of oceanic bubble bath set the stage for a high-seas adventure. Pre-hidden gold doubloons 

(plastic gold coins) are ready to be discovered by your little captain. The soundtrack of a pirate-themed movie or sea shanties plays in 

the background, immersing your child in their very own treasure-seeking escapade. Your little pirate can't wait to jump into the tub and 

embark on the journey of Splash & Plunder.

9
SPLASH & PLUNDER: A PIRATE TREASURE HUNT BATH

Yo ho! Yo ho! A bubbly bath for me!



Transform the bathroom into a serene spa sanctuary, where your child's senses are gently awakened by the soothing scents and calming 

atmosphere. Dim the lights and light a candle as the sound of running water and the scent of lavender, coconut, vanilla or chamomile 

bubble bath creates a tranquil environment perfect for relaxation. Gentle, soothing music plays in the background, creating a peaceful 

atmosphere perfect for a relaxing bath. Lead your little one gently into the tub as they immerse themselves in the world of the Mini Oasis. 

Offer them a head massage or use a soft washcloth to cleanse their face as part of the spa experience. 

Encourage mindfulness: Encourage your child to take slow, deep breaths and focus on the calming sensations of the water and the 

soothing scents. This helps them develop mindfulness and relaxation techniques they can use in other situations.

10
MINI OASIS: A KIDS SPA BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

Don’t we all need a spa day?

Introducing lathering Literature, an enriching and engaging way to make bath time a stimulating and educational experience for your 

little ones. Imagine the bathroom transforming into a cozy reading nook where your child's mind can wander into the pages of a 

beloved book. The sound of running water and the scent of soothing bubble bath create a relaxing environment perfect for reading. 

Waterproof books or plastic-coated pages of your child's favorite stories, along with engaging bath toys that complement the book's 

theme, surround the tub, inviting your little reader to indulge in a Lathering Literature experience. Soft, ambient lighting and the gentle 

sound of a ticking clock (or favorite ASMR) in the background create a peaceful atmosphere perfect for a relaxing bath and reading 

time. Your little one can't wait to step into the tub and immerse themselves in the world of bubbles & Books.

11
LATHERING LITERATURE: A BOOK CLUB BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

Bubbling up plot twists every night

Imagine the bathroom transforming into a dazzling and chic space, where your child's imagination can soar as they join their favorite 

dolls and their friends in a world of fashion and fun. The sound of running water and the scent of delightful bubble bath create a playful 

and relaxing atmosphere. Fashion-themed bath toys, accessories, and waterproof books surround the tub, inviting your little fashionista 

to indulge in a Dream Bath experience. Soft, colorful lighting and the upbeat tunes playing in the background create a lively and stylish 

ambiance perfect for a fashionable bath time. Your little one can't wait to step into the tub and immerse themselves in the world of this 

chic Dream Bath.

12
DREAM BATH: A GLAMOROUS BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

From the catwalk to the bath tub



This 5-minute bath is designed for busy families who need to get their children clean quickly without sacrificing the fun of bath time. Turn 

the bathroom into a lively and energetic space, where your child's senses are awakened by vibrant colors and exciting scents. The 

sound of running water and the scent of refreshing bubble bath create a stimulating environment perfect for a quick and efficient bath. 

Waterproof timers, colorful bath toys, and a fast-paced playlist surround the tub, inviting your little one to indulge in a Sprint Splash 

experience. The countdown of the waterproof timer creates a sense of urgency and excitement, encouraging your child to get clean as 

quickly as possible while still having fun.

Note: We recommend the Sprint Bath for times other than bed time. Like, pretty much any time you are scrambling to get out of the 

house or to school. So, basically all the time. We think this one might become a “fast” favorite.

13
SPRINT SPLASH: A 5MINUTE BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

On your marks, get set, clean!

You’ve seen those  baking contest shows on TV -  so create your own “set” at home. Transform the bathroom into a cozy and whimsical 

kitchen, where your child's imagination can run wild as they play the role of a master chef. The sound of running water and the scent of 

deliciously scented bubble bath create a warm and inviting atmosphere. Colorful bath toys, measuring cups, spoons, and waterproof 

recipe cards surround the tub, inviting your little baker to indulge in a Bubbly Bakers experience. The splashing of water and the tinkling 

of measuring spoons create a lively atmosphere perfect for a fun and imaginative bath time. Your little one can't wait to step into the tub 

and immerse themselves in the world of Bubbly Bakers.

Note: Dabble & Dollop has a great Recipe Book you can purchase here that includes some great recipe ideas for our mixable products 

as well as spaces for kids to create, name and record their own amazing creations!

14
BUBBLY BAKERS: A COOKING AND MIXINGTHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

Your chance to Mix it Up!

No drab old classrooms here. Transform the bath into a vibrant and inspiring place of learning, where your child's curiosity and thirst 

for knowledge can flourish. The sound of running water and the scent of refreshing bubble bath create a soothing atmosphere perfect 

for learning. Educational bath toys, waterproof flashcards, and a small dry-erase board surround the tub, inviting your little scholar to 

indulge in a Sudsy Schoolhouse experience. Soft, ambient lighting and the gentle sound of a school bell in the background create a 

peaceful and focused atmosphere perfect for a relaxing bath and learning session. Your little one can't wait to step into the tub and 

immerse themselves in the world of Sudsy Schoolhouse.

15
THE SUDSY SCHOOLHOUSE: A CLASSROOMTHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE 

Raise your hand…and clean under those arms!



The tub becomes a stage, and the spotlight is on your little one. Create a lively and colorful spelling bee arena, where your child's 

linguistic abilities can shine. The sound of running water and the scent of fragrant bubble bath create a playful and inviting atmosphere. 

Floating alphabet letters, a waterproof notepad, and a small dry-erase board surround the tub, inviting your little speller to indulge in 

a Bubble Bee experience. Upbeat, encouraging background music sets the stage for a fun and exciting spelling challenge, perfect for 

a relaxing and stimulating bath time.

Idea: If the dry-erase board is already out - try a game of Grow the Flower (formerly known as Hangman). Select a secret word, mark 

out the number of spaces for the letters, and have your little one begin guessing. Wrong guesses, get a stem, a circle, and then as many 

petals as you want to give them! A great way to break up the bath time monotony (a very tough 7-letter word by the way). 

16
BUBBLE BEE: A SPELLING BEETHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE 

Um, can you use that word in a sentence?

Imagine the bathroom transforming into a bustling and fascinating science lab, where your child's curiosity and love for discovery can 

thrive. The sound of running water and the scent of soothing bubble bath create a comfortable and inviting atmosphere. Colorful test 

tubes, measuring cups, pipettes, and waterproof experiment cards surround the tub, inviting your little scientist to indulge in a Bubbly 

Lab experience. The gentle hum of a laboratory in the background creates an immersive atmosphere perfect for a relaxing and 

stimulating bath time.

As your child conducts experiments, remind them to take breaks to wash themselves with a washcloth or sponge. Use the science lab 

theme as an opportunity to teach them proper hygiene habits, such as washing their hair and scrubbing their body. Engage your child 

in discussions about their experiments, the scientific concepts they are exploring, and their observations. This helps to develop their 

critical thinking and communication skills.

17
THE BUBBLE LAB: A SCIENCE LABORATORYTHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

Setting the Mood

Imagine the bathroom transforming into an awe-inspiring underwater wonderland, where your child's fascination for marine life can 

flourish. The sound of running water and the scent of refreshing ocean-themed bubble bath create a serene and inviting atmosphere. 

Bath toys depicting a variety of sea creatures, waterproof marine biology books or cards, and sea-inspired decorations surround the 

tub, inviting your little explorer to embark on an Aquatic Adventure. Soft, blue lighting and the soothing sound of ocean waves in the 

background create a tranquil and immersive atmosphere, perfect for a relaxing and stimulating bath time. Have your little put on some 

swimming or snorkel goggles and have them interact with the bath toys, representing different sea creatures, and use the waterproof 

marine biology books or cards to learn about the animals' habitats, behaviors, and characteristics.

18
AQUATIC ADVENTURE: A NAUTICAL MARINE BIOLOGYTHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

Under the sea is where we want to be!



You’ve gone down the rabbit hole into an enchanting tea party setting, where your child's imagination and love for pretend play can 

flourish. The sound of running water and the scent of calming bubble bath create a cozy and inviting atmosphere. Colorful waterproof 

tea set toys, floating snack-shaped sponges, and toy friends surround the tub, inviting your little host to indulge in a Splish-Splash Tea 

Party. Soft, classical music playing in the background creates a refined and soothing atmosphere, perfect for a relaxing and imaginative 

bath time.

Idea: Keep it serene, or make it crazy with a Mad Tea Party! Uninvite guests, pour tea out of the cups, and splash like the Mad Hatter! 

Best for the mornings and later afternoon or whenever an uproariously absurd time is needed.

19
SPLISHSPLASH TEA PARTY: A TEA PARTYTHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE FOR KIDS

It's the bubbliest tea-party I ever was at in all my life!

You are in Beverly Hills or New York City at an upscale lively and colorful hair salon, where your child's creativity and love for 

self-expression can shine. The sound of running water and the scent of fruity bubble bath create an energetic and inviting atmosphere. 

Non-toxic shaving cream, plastic hair styling tools, waterproof mirrors, and washable hair chalk surround the tub, inviting your little 

stylist to indulge in a Sudsy Style Studio session. Upbeat, trendy music is playing in the background creating a lively and fun 

atmosphere, perfect for a stimulating and imaginative bath time.

Note: We’d love to see your craziest hairstyles. Take photos or videos of your little stylist (from the shoulders up if they are in the tub 

please) and send them to us at partner.relations@dabbleanddollop.com. Perhaps we will use them in an ad or social media post for the 

company. Your little one’s talents might go national!

20
SUDSY STYLE STUDIO: A CRAZY HAIRSTYLETHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

Hair me out on this one

Imagine the bathroom transforming into a colorful and lively ball pit, where your child's energy and love for play can be unleashed. The 

sound of running water and the scent of fresh bubble bath create a cheerful and inviting atmosphere. An assortment of waterproof foam 

balls, floating hoops, and mesh nets surround the tub, inviting your little bouncer to indulge in a Ball Bonanza. Upbeat, playful music 

playing in the background creates an energetic and enjoyable atmosphere, perfect for an active and stimulating bath time.

21
BALL BONANZA: A BALL PITTHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

All the fun of a ball pit…without any of the germs.



It’s a lush, mystical and enchanting Irish landscape, where your child's imagination and love for fairy tales can flourish. The sound of 

running water and the scent of fresh, green bubble bath (try our Honeydew Gel) creates a magical and inviting atmosphere. Green 

waterproof toys, floating shamrocks, and pots of gold coins surround the tub, inviting your little leprechaun to indulge in a Lucky 

Leprechaun Soak. Soft, Irish music playing in the background creates a charming and soothing atmosphere, perfect for a relaxing and 

imaginative bath time.

Important Note: Both my co-founder husband and I are half Irish, so this one makes sense for us. But this bath experience can be about 

any culture, religion, holiday, or custom. Create a bath time experience with the colors of your culture, your country or origin, or your 

lineage to help teach your kids. Tell the stories and folklore that brought your family to where you are today. No matter what you 

celebrate or who you are, this a great bath template for you to follow and ultimately make your own!

22
LUCKY LEPRECHAUN SOAK: A ST. PATRICK'S DAYTHEMED BATH TIME SUGGESTION

The most fun you can have with suds this side of a Guinness

Springtime is a time of renewal, rebirth, and a chance to break out of the doldrums of winter (especially for our northern friends). 

Imagine the bathroom transforming into a colorful and blooming garden, where your child's curiosity and love for nature can thrive. The 

sound of running water and the scent of fresh, floral bubble bath create a serene and inviting atmosphere. Waterproof Easter toys, 

floating flowers, and plastic eggs filled with surprises surround the tub, inviting your little bunny to indulge in a Bubbly Bunny Hop. Soft, 

cheerful, or classical music (Vivaldi perhaps?) playing in the background creates a joyful and soothing atmosphere, perfect for a 

relaxing and imaginative bath time. Have them drop some of our Droplets Bath Bombs into the tub as Bunny Eggs and watch them fizz!

23
BUBBLY BUNNY HOP: A SPRING OR EASTERTHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE 

This Valentine's Day-themed bath encourages children to learn about love, friendship, and appreciation while getting clean. Imagine 

the bathroom transforming into a romantic and enchanting scene, where your child's compassion and love for others can flourish. The 

sound of running water and the scent of sweet pink and white bath bombs creates a serene and inviting atmosphere. Waterproof 

heart-shaped toys, floating flower petals, and love-themed accessories surround the tub, inviting your little cupid to indulge in a 

Heartfelt Splash. Soft, soothing music playing in the background creates a calm and affectionate atmosphere, perfect for a relaxing and 

imaginative bath time.

24
FOR THE LOVE OF BUBBLES: A VALENTINE'S DAYTHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE 

Bathtub Be Mine



Our Stars and Stripes Splash, is a patriotic and exciting way to make bath time an enjoyable and engaging experience for your little 

ones.. The sound of running water and the scent of Dabble & Dollop's Fourth of July bundle create an invigorating and inviting 

atmosphere. Waterproof American flag toys, floating stars, and red, white, and blue accessories surround the tub, inviting your little 

patriot to indulge in a Stars and Stripes Splash. Patriotic music playing in the background (try some John Phillips Sousa) creates an 

inspiring and lively atmosphere, perfect for a relaxing and imaginative bath time. With just a few simple steps, you can transform an 

ordinary bath into a whimsical and interactive celebration of independence that will have kids eager to honor the red, white, and blue.

25
STARS AND STRIPES SPLASH: A FOURTH OF JULYTHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

The bubbles bursting in air…gave proof, through the night….

Imagine the bathroom morphing into a bone-chilling and spine-tingling chamber of horrors, where your little monster's passion for all 

things spooky and supernatural can thrive. The sinister sound of dripping water and the intoxicating aroma of pumpkin-spice bubble 

bath cast a bewitching spell, luring your child into a thrilling and spine-shivering experience. Waterproof Halloween toys, skulking 

creepy-crawlies, and ghostly apparitions float and bob around the tub's dark and murky depths, beckoning your little ghoul to immerse 

themselves in a Spooky Suds adventure. Shadows flicker and dance on the walls as dimmed, eerie lights cast an otherworldly glow over 

the entire scene, while haunting melodies echo through the air, weaving an enchanting and mysterious spell. This spine-tingling 

bathroom transformation is perfect for a spellbinding and imaginative bath time, full of chills and thrills that will ignite your child's love 

for all things that go bump in the night.

Idea: There may be no better time for this bath than after trick or treating. If you have young ones and go around early, here's a great 

excuse to get that makeup off ASAP and keep them from eating all of their candy on night one!

26
SPOOKY SUDS: A HALLOWEENTHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

A scary good bath time

Picture the bathroom transforming into a magical winter wonderland, where your little one's excitement for all things frosty and festive 

can sparkle and grow. The sound of running water mimics a gentle snowfall, while the enchanting scents of peppermint and gingerbread 

candles swirl through the air.  Get some Dabble & Dollop bath bombs to take the place of falling snow in the tub (see below). Decorate 

the room with lights, like a snow globe come to life, calling your little elf to take part in a Frosty Fun adventure. Soft holiday music plays 

in the background, and the bathroom is filled with the sweet melodies of laughter and cheer, creating a heartwarming and joyful 

atmosphere. 

Engage your child in discussions about their festive adventure and your family’s winter holiday traditions. Use this opportunity to share 

what your family believes and how other families observe other traditions this time of year. This helps to develop their creativity, social, 

and communication skills. 

27
FROSTY FUN: A WINTERTIMETHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

It’s the most wonderful tub of the year



Imagine the bathroom transforming into a vibrant and festive scene, where your child's love for all things sparkly and celebratory can 

flourish. The sound of running water and the scent of a fruity bubble bath create a delightful and inviting atmosphere. Waterproof New 

Year's Eve toys, floating confetti, and shimmering accessories surround the tub, inviting your little partygoer to indulge in a Bubbly 

Countdown experience. Upbeat holiday music or the top hits of the year just passed playing in the background creates a lively and 

joyful atmosphere, perfect for a festive and imaginative bath time.

Idea: This bath presents a great opportunity to do an annual recap with your child. What were the best experiences of the year? What 

was the worst? What are they most looking forward to in the year ahead? Are they apprehensive about anything? It’s just a great 

chance to take stock in a moment much more conducive to conversation than you usually get as a parent.

28
BUBBLY COUNTDOWN: A NEW YEAR'S EVETHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE FOR KIDS

3…2…1…Happy Bathtime!

Imagine the bathroom transforming into a sun-soaked and vibrant oasis, where your child's love for all things beachy can thrive. The 

tantalizing scent of tropical bubble bath and bath bombs fills the air, creating a delightful and inviting atmosphere. Waterproof beach 

toys, bobbing sea creatures, and colorful accessories surround the tub, beckoning your little beachcomber to dive into a Seaside 

Splish-Splash adventure. As calming ocean sounds play in the background, gentle waves of serenity and joy wash over the room, 

creating a tranquil and blissful atmosphere. This beachy bathroom transformation is perfect for a soothing and imaginative bath time, 

immersing your child in the wonders of a sun-drenched paradise.

29
SEASIDE SPLISHSPLASH: A BEACHTHEMED BATH TIME EXPERIENCE

A dose of vitamin sea

Imagine the bathroom transforming into a mini movie theater, where your child can enjoy their favorite animated short films while 

relaxing in the tub. The sound of running water creates a soothing ambiance, while dimmed bathroom lights set the perfect movie theater 

atmosphere. A small projector or tablet ready to play the chosen film adds excitement to the scene. The delightful aroma of freshly 

popped popcorn fills the air, making the experience feel even more authentic.

Note: We think short films are best as we do not recommend sitting in the tub for long durations with any product, no matter how gentle. 

As an alternative, pick 30 minute segments of longer movies - then you have another way to convince them to get back in the tub next 

time!

30
BATH TIME MOVIE NIGHT: A CINEMATIC BATH EXPERIENCE FOR KIDS

An Oscar-worthy tub


